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Advanced musculoskeletal MRI at
ultra-high field (7 T)
MRI at ultra-high field (7 T) offers high signal-to-noise ratio, which can be used beneficially in several
different musculoskeletal applications. Spatial resolution in morphological imaging of small structures in
joints such as cartilage, hip, wrist and foot can be significantly improved. The low sensitivity of
multiparametric imaging for the visualization of cartilage ultra-structure can be enhanced and combined
with high-resolution imaging. Sodium imaging suffering from low signal-to-noise ratio and low sensitivity
benefits from the ultra-high field, thus sodium imaging that allows quantification of one important
component of articular cartilage, proteogylcans (responsible for the biomechanical properties), is now
attractive for clinical application. The better spectral resolution at 7 T makes 31phosphorus spectroscopy
a promising tool for noninvasive evaluation of energy metabolism in healthy and diseased muscle.
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Advanced morphological imaging
at 7 T
Recently, high- (3 T) and ultra-high field (>3 T)
whole-body MRI systems have played an increasingly important role in musculoskeletal imaging. However, to date, ultra-high field imaging
systems are only used in research centers. In academic settings, 1.5 T scanners have been the gold
standard for musculoskeletal MRI, but are now
increasingly being replaced by 3 T systems.
The major advantage of MRI systems at 3 T
and above is the increased capability to perform
high-resolution morphological and especially
biochemical imaging. At 1.5 T, most musculoskeletal tissues (e.g., cartilage, muscle, menisci,
bone, tendon and ligaments) feature a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Modern 3 T systems
offer not only an increase in field strength, but
also come along with advanced radiofrequency
coil design, and new imaging sequences. Thus,
the SNR is significantly increased, which can be
translated into either higher temporal or spatial
resolution for better morphological imaging.
The field strength-dependent SNR gain is
outweighed by the frequency dependency of
relaxation times, and the need to adjust sequence
parameters (e.g., bandwidth and pulse para
meters) to reduce artifacts, and not exceed the
limits for the specific absorption rate (SAR).
However, for 3 T systems, overall, problems
have been sufficiently solved, but for ultra-high
field systems, problems are even more severe, and
have, to date, only been partly solved.

For example, more dedicated ultra-high field,
multichannel, multielement coils need to be
developed to allow the use of parallel imaging
techniques, thus helping to overcome SAR restrictions. We also need to cope with increased inhomogeneity of the magnetic fields at ultra-high
field systems.
Another limiting factor is the strength of the
gradient systems used in the ultra-high field magnetic resonance (MR) scanners, which, to date,
cannot be increased proportionally to B0 ; this
limits the improvement of the inplane resolution
at ultra-high fields compared with 3 T.
It should also be taken into account that,
for many indications, it is not clear whether
advanced image quality improves diagnostic
accuracy. Ultra-high field MR images might
further improve diagnostic confidence, but,
based on our current experience, it is unlikely
that diagnostic accuracy for these conditions,
including morphologic imaging alone (without
additional functional imaging), will be improved
substantially with the transition from 3 to 7 T.
For these and other common indications, where
diagnostic accuracy is already high at 1.5 T, the
relative advantage of 3 T or above might be to
shorten acquisition time while maintaining an
equivalent level of contrast and resolution, or to
combine information from morphological and
functional imaging.
However, there are indications in which
accurate diagnosis was limited by the available
SNR at 1.5 T, which now are likely to benefit
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from moving to 3 T scanners. In situations
such as bilateral hip evaluations or peripheral
nerve lesions, where large field-of-views as well
as high spatial resolution are needed, 3 T, using
high-resolution matrices combined with parallel
imaging, might also be beneficial. Within the
last several years, morphological imaging for
various joints has advanced at different degrees.
The following briefly summarizes some of the
achievements, structured by anatomic regions.
 Imaging the hip
MRI of the hip is challenging owing to the joint’s
deep location in the body, which limits tissue
penetration by surface coils, and thus, reduces
SNR. The field strength-dependent SNR gain
at 3 T compared with 1.5 T, and the resulting
potential to use parallel imaging techniques,
might be the keys to obtaining images with a
large field-of-view and high spatial resolution in
a reasonable scan time. It has been shown that
high-resolution trabecular bone imaging of the
proximal femur is feasible at 3 T, resulting in
a voxel size of 0.234 × 0.234 × 1.5 mm3 and
demonstrating superiority in the depiction of
the bone structure compared with 1.5 T [1] . The
diagnosis of femoral acetabular impingement, in
particular, has become important over the last
few years [2] . A study comparing hip imaging
at 1.5 and 3 T demonstrated the capability of
3 T to improve the diagnosis of acetabular labral
pathology owing to the higher spatial resolution,
and also proposed that accurate hip imaging,
without the need for a contrast agent, is feasible
[3] . Owing to the complex anatomy of the hip
joint, the use of isotropic 3D imaging sequences
is becoming more and more accepted [4] . No
data on in vivo imaging of the hip above 3 T
have been published as yet.
 Imaging the knee
Imaging at 1.5 T already provides very high
image quality for knee imaging. Eckstein et al.
evaluated the precision of assessment of cartilage volume, thickness and surface area of the
femorotibial cartilage at 1.5 and 3 T, and found
that results tend to be more reproducible at 3 T
than at 1.5 T [5] .
Chang et al. performed the first in vivo 7 T
MRI study of the knee. They investigated the
trabecular bone microarchitecture, and detected
activity-related changes in Olympic fencers
compared with healthy controls [6] . It has been
shown that dual x-ray measurement of bone
density, as currently used for the diagnostics
of osteoporosis, is not sufficient to characterize
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bone quality, because, apart from the bone density, the trabecular bone achitecture contributes
significantly to the mechanical strength, and
thus, fracture risk [7,8] . Such bone structure is
routinely characterized by microscopic CT [9,10] .
However, it is not available for in vivo examination due to the high radiation dose. In vivo
trabecular bone imaging is one of the emerging
applications for high-resolution morphological
MRI; this application, owing to the increased
sensitivity to susceptibility and the resulting
shortened T2*-relaxation times, truly benefits
from moving to a higher field strength [11] .
For cartilage imaging, up to a 2.4‑fold increase
in SNR has been reported, when 3 and 7 T were
compared using a fully-balanced, steady-state,
free-precession pulse sequence (Figure 1) . One
study detected an increase in SNR from 3 to
7 T that was significant only for the gradientecho, but not for the fast spin-echo sequences
[12] . Owing to limitations with the SAR, scan
parameters for the fast spin-echo sequence had to
be modified, which resulted in incomplete coverage of the knee joint, extensive artifacts and a
less effective fat saturation. The contrast-to-noise
ratio and image quality were increased for the
gradient-echo and decreased for the fast spinecho sequences. When comparing 3 and 7 T,
the level of confidence for diagnosing cartilage
lesions was higher in the gradient-echo and lower
in the fast spin-echo sequences; however, overall,
the fast spin-echo sequences at 3 T had the highest confidence score. Evaluation of bone marrow
edema was decreased at 7 T owing to the limited
performance of the fast spin-echo sequences.
Kraff et al. performed a comparison between
knee imaging at 1.5 and 7 T and also reported
that, due to the SAR limitations with the fast
spin-echo sequences, several measurements
were needed for complete coverage of the knee
joint [13] . They also confirmed that bone marrow
edema was better visualized at 1.5 T than at 7 T.
However, as yet, there is no study that verifies
a statistically significant increase in diagnostic
accuracy for the detection of common patho
logies in the knee when moving to MR scanners
with field strengths above 3 T.
 Imaging the ankle
Bauer et al. performed trabecular bone imaging
of the calcaneus; they concluded that 3 T results
were more accurate than those calculated from
the 1.5 T dataset [14] . Notably, the advances in
visualizing trabecular bone structure were partially SNR independent. They assumed that the
better performance at 3 T might have been due
future science group
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to increased sensitivity to susceptibility, enhancing the visualization of thin trabecular structures. The same group published data indicating
that ankle abnormalities are better seen at 3 T
than at 1.5 T; applying parallel imaging reduced
the scan time by 56% [15] .
Another group confirmed that image quality
for imaging the ankle was significantly higher at
3 T than at 1.5 T [16] . In two of four readers, the
sensitivity in detecting cartilaginous pathology
at the ankle joint was enhanced significantly by
imaging at 3 T compared with 1.5 T, using a fast
spin-echo sequence. Differences between 1.5 and
3 T when balanced steady-state free precession
and the spoiled gradient recalled sequences were
used were insignificant, based on ratings by all
the radiologists in that study. The sensitivities for
detecting tendon pathologies were significantly
higher at 3 T as opposed to 1.5 T for two of the
radiologists in the same study. Specificities were
similar for all readers at 1.5 and 3.0 T.
Imaging the ankle at 7 T is mainly limited
by the lack of commercially available dedicated
ankle coils. Thus, one group used an eight-channel head array coil for performing trabecular
bone imaging at 7 T, and found that the relative
noise enhancement factor was lower at 7 T than
at 3 T for parallel imaging acceleration factors
higher than three [17,18] .
 Imaging the shoulder
Any potential improvement in the accuracy of
3 T imaging of the shoulder is likely to be slight,
given the already high degree of sensitivity and
specificity at 1.5 T. The published literature currently comprises no direct comparison studies
that evaluate the benefits of moving from 1.5 T
to MR systems with higher field strengths for
shoulder imaging. However, there are some studies that have evaluated shoulder imaging at 3 T.
One of those studies demonstrated no statistically significant difference in the sensitivity and
specificity of direct and indirect MR arthro
graphy of the shoulder at 3 T with regard to the
evaluation of rotator cuff, labral and long head
of the biceps tendon tears [19] . Another study
stated that direct MR arthrography shows a statistically significant increased sensitivity for the
detection of partial-thickness articular surface
supraspinatus tears, anterior labral tears and
superior labrum anterior to posterior tears compared with conventional MRI at 3 T [20] . We
assume that 3 T would not replace the need for
MR arthrography completely, but may decrease
the number of ambiguous cases that require
additional arthrographic assessment. Probably
future science group
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Figure 1. High-resolution image of a knee joint in the coronal plane with a
3D gradient recalled echo sequence with fat suppression providing an
inplane resolution of 0.2 × 0.2 mm.

owing to the lack of an appropriate coil, there
are no reports on MRI of the shoulder at 7 T in
the literature.
 Imaging the wrist
The wrist is an especially challenging region
because of the small size of the relevant anatomic
structures, such as the intrinsic and extrinsic ligaments, the articular cartilage and the triangular
fibrocartilage complex. Sensitivity, specificity and
accuracy for imaging the triangular fibrocartilage
complex pathology are higher at 3 T compared
with 1.5 T [21] .
Farooki et al. were the first to image the wrist
above 3 T; they qualitatively compared 1.5 T with
8 T and concluded that 8 T was superior for the
visualization of the infrastructure of the median
nerve and in the definition of the boundaries of the
carpal tunnel [22] . Other authors went on to quantify the difference between 1.5 and 7 T MRI of
the wrist and found that SNR was approximately
five-times higher in the tendon, bone, muscle and
nerve [23] . These authors achieved a maximum
spatial resolution of 0.16 × 0.16 × 1.50 mm3.
The New York University (NY, USA) research
group uses an in-house-built radiofrequency
eight-channel receive and four-channel transmit coil for wrist imaging, which provides the
possibility to perform parallel imaging; the
maximum spatial resolution they achieved was
0.08 × 0.08 × 2.00 mm3 [24] .
In summary, morphologic MRI at 3 T has
already been proven to be superior to 1.5 T in
many musculoskeletal imaging applications and
is widely used in the clinical routine; nevertheless, imaging at 3 T continues to improve. At
www.futuremedicine.com
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7 T, initial studies have demonstrated the great
potential of those systems for ultra-high-resolution imaging, but several technical challenges
remain to be solved. In the future, we might be
able to entirely deploy the benefits of high- and
ultra-high field imaging by combining ultrahigh-resolution morphological imaging with
functional imaging techniques, even in the small
joints of the human body.

Advanced functional (biochemical)
imaging of articular cartilage
 Proteoglycan-specific techniques
Sodium imaging

Articular cartilage consists mainly of an extra
cellular matrix made of type II collagen, proteoglycan, chondrocytes and water [25] . Proteoglycan
is made of a linear protein core to which many
glycoproteins, known as glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs) [26] , are attached. Proteoglycan serves
to crosslink the collagen fibrils in the extracellular matrix to provide both compressive and
tensile strength to the matrix. In addition, the
proteoglycan links restrict fluid flow through
the matrix and thereby increase resistance to
structural deformation.
The sulfate and carboxyl groups of the GAGs
impart a negative fixed charge density (FCD) to
the matrix. These negative ions attract positive
counter ions (sodium) and water molecules and
provide a strong electrostatic repulsive force
between the proteog lycans. These osmotic
and electrostatic forces are responsible for the
swelling pressure of cartilage. The configuration of the proteoglycan macromolecules also
contributes to the resistance of the matrix to the
passage of water molecules and, hence, affects
the mechanics of the cartilage in this fashion.
The onset of osteoarthritis (OA) is well understood to be associated primarily with biochemical phenomena. The ability to quantify these
molecular changes will provide a tool for the
early diagnosis of OA and treatment monitoring.
The loss of proteoglycan from the extracellular
matrix has been hypothesized to be the event
that initiates the onset of OA [27,28] .
The loss of proteoglycan with the onset of
OA results in a reduction of FCD in cartilage.
Maroudas et al. have shown that the FCD of
cartilage is correlated to the GAG content of
cartilage [29] . Since the FCD is counter-balanced
by the sodium ions, loss of proteoglycan (hence
GAG and FCD) due to cartilage degeneration
results in the loss of sodium ions from the tissue.
The loss of the negatively charged proteoglycan
lowers the FCD in the tissue, thereby releasing
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positively charged sodium ions. A method has
been proposed to quantify FCD both in vitro
and in vivo by using sodium MRI and the
Donnan equilibrium equation:

c Na s m - Na t
+

		

FCD =

+

+

Na t

where Nas is the sodium concentration in the
surrounding synovial fluid and Nat is the sodium
concentration in the tissue [30] .
Sodium MRI has been validated as a quantitative method of computing FCD and, hence,
proteoglycan content in healthy humans [31–33] .
Simultaneously imaging phantoms consisting
of known concentrations of sodium enables the
creation of a sodium concentration map of the
cartilage. The corresponding FCD map can
be calculated on the basis of the sodium map
findings by using the above equation.
Healthy human cartilage FCD ranges from
a concentration of 50 to 250 mM, depending
on the age and location in the tissue [30] . As
demonstrated in controlled cartilage degradation experiments [31,34] , the sensitivity of sodium
MRI is adequate for detecting small changes in
proteoglycan content to the order of 5%.
Sodium MRI experiments were performed on
the knee cartilage of healthy as well as earlystage OA patients at 4 T and demonstrated the
feasibility of sodium MRI in computing proteoglycan loss in early-stage OA. The sodium 3D
image data set was acquired with a voxel size of
5.3 µl (e.g., 1.1 × 2.0 × 2.4 mm) with an SNR
of 12:1 in approximately 20 min [32] .
By contrast, it took 30 min to obtain a 3D
data set using a volume coil with the same
SNR but an increased voxel size of 14.6 µl (e.g.,
1.5 × 2.0 × 4.8 mm). With the effects of B1
inhomogeneity and voxel size accounted for, the
surface coil provides an improvement in SNR
by a factor of 2. Alternatively, an image can be
obtained with a surface coil in 25% of the time
that it takes to acquire one with a volume coil
image with an identical SNR and voxel size.
Results from this study revealed that cartilage
of healthy subjects had a mean FCD with a concentration of 182.9 mM in healthy as well as
osteoarthritic patients. Furthermore, its utility
in measuring FCD changes in an animal model
of OA has been described [35] .
The major advantage of sodium MRI, especially of cartilage, is that it is highly specific
to proteoglycan content and, since the sodium
from surrounding structures in the joint is low
(<50 mM), cartilage can be visualized with
very high contrast without the requirement for
future science group
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any exogenous contrast agent such as that in
delayed gadolinium enhanced MRI of cartilage
(dGEMRIC) [36] . It can be used to quantify
early molecular changes in OA.
The disadvantages of sodium MRI are that
it requires field strengths greater than 3 T to
obtain quality sodium images that enable
accurate quantification of cartilage FCD.
Furthermore, owing to the limitations of gradient strengths and other hardware requirements, most of the sodium imaging experiments
reviewed here employed echo times (TE) of
under 2 ms. Since the fast T2 decay of cartilage
lies in the range of 1 to 2 ms, substantial signal
is lost before the acquisition. This is a major
contributor to the low SNR of sodium compared
with conventional proton MRI. Additionally,
the sodium gyromagnetic ratio (g) is a quarter
that of protons, hence sodium MRI requires
four-times stronger gradients to obtain images
with identical resolution to that of proton
MRI. Nevertheless, the resolution is not only
a function of the gyromagnetic ratio, but also
of the receiver bandwidth. The MR sensitivity
for 23Na is only 9.2% of the 1H MR sensitivity,
and the in vivo concentration is approximately
360-times lower than the in vivo water proton
concentration. The combination of these factors results in a 23Na signal that is approximately
4000-times smaller than the 1H signal.
However, recent advances in magnet techno
logy, improved gradient performance and multicoil RF technology (parallel receive as well as
transmit) may enable one to achieve ultra-short
TE (<200 ms) that can significantly improve
resolution and SNR. Radiofrequency coil technology (multiple channel capability) and parallel imaging approaches and tuned preamplifiers
would further contribute to high SNR. These
advances may potentially make clinical sodium
MRI feasible on 3 T scanners. Furthermore,
the recent proliferation of 7 T whole-body
MRI scanners in clinical research centers could
have a significant impact on sodium MRI and
its potential for clinical use. Since SNR scales
as B7/2 [37–39] and the lack of B1 penetration
and B0 susceptibility are issues that pose problems with proton imaging, sodium MRI can
be particularly advantageous at higher fields.
Furthermore, unlike proton T1, which increases
with field, as the T1 of sodium is predominantly
due to quadrupolar interaction, it may not
change appreciably at higher field. This retains
the rapid averaging capability of sodium MRI
even at high fields. The low g of sodium will
also mean significantly lower power deposition
future science group
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compared with proton imaging. It is therefore very likely that, with the improved SNR,
sodium MRI at 7 T and higher fields would
emerge as a robust tool for quantitative imaging
of cartilage. Although sodium MRI has high
specificity and does not require any exogenous
contrast agent, it does require special hardware
capabilities (multinuclear), specialized RF coils
(transmit/receive) and likely 3D ultra-short TE
sequences. These challenges currently limit the
clinical use of sodium MRI at standard clinical scanners. Nevertheless, this technique has
been successfully demonstrated in vivo on pigs,
in human wrists and in a human knee [33,40,41] .
We have recently applied sodium imaging in
patients after matrix-associated autologous chondrocyte transplantation (MACT). Our sodium
measurements were performed using a 23Na-only
(78.61 MHz) circularly polarized transmit/
receive knee coil with the inner diameter of
19 cm (Stark Contrast, Erlangen, Germany). A
reference sample containing 308 mM of NaCl
was fixed to the inner surface of the sodium coil
to normalize the inter-scan signal variability.
With the application of a 7 T whole-body system
and modified 3D gradient recalled echo (GRE)
sequence we achieved a significantly higher SNR
and spatial resolution compared with customary
used GRE sequences. This allowed us to visualize even the femoral condyle cartilage layer,
which is thinner than the patellar cartilage, but
is the preferred location for cartilage transplantation. The reports on sodium imaging of the
knee joint have so far focused on the patellar
cartilage layer. The resolution we achieved was
even high enough to visualize the thin cartilage
layer of the adjacent proximal tibio–fibular joint
(Figure 2) . In our patient group sodium imaging
allowed differentiation between different concentrations of sodium and, hence, GAG in different portions within the transplants, which
underscores its strength in the overall evaluation of cartilage transplants in contrast to the
limited biopsy sample evaluation. The sensitivity
of sodium imaging was high enough to detect
sodium and, hence, GAG concentrations in one
transplant, which was even higher compared
with normal hyaline cartilage adjacent to it. A
similar finding in dGEMRIC revealed higher
postcontrast T1 values compared with normal
cartilage, a finding that seemed to be paradoxical and raised the suspicion of an error in the
dGEMRIC measurement.
We found a good correlation between sodium
imaging and dGEMRIC in the quantification of
the GAG concentration in patients after MACT.
www.futuremedicine.com
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Figure 2. Sodium image of a normal lateral femoro–tibial knee
compartment shows high sodium concentration in the femoral and tibial
cartilage layer corresponding to high glycosaminoglycan content.
Note that even the thin cartilage layers in the proximal tibio–fibular joint are visible.

In summary, sodium imaging at 7 T becomes
clinically useful and will establish a new standard
in biochemical imaging of articular cartilage
with its direct correlation to GAG concentration,
the component of the ultrastructure of cartilage
that is lost in the earliest stages of OA and plays
the most important role in the biomechanical
properties of cartilage.
dGEMRIC at 7 T

For the visualization of GAGs, besides sodium
imaging, dGEMRIC [42,43] has gained significant
importance. The dGEMRIC is based on the fact
that proteoglycans contain negatively charged
side chains that lead to an inverse proportionality in distribution of the negatively charged
contrast agent molecules with the concentration
of proteoglycans. Consequently, T1, which is
determined by the Gd‑DTPA 2- concentration,
becomes a specific measure of tissue proteoglycan concentration. The value of this technique
and the possible clinical applications have been
repeatedly reported [44–46] .
In the majority of these studies only T1 after
penetration of Gd‑DTPA 2- (T1[Gd]), has been
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used. However, from studies on cartilage implants
and from studies on higher field strength (3 T),
it has been reported that the d‑relaxation rate R1
calculated as 1/T1(Gd) minus 1/T1 precontrast,
should be more representative of Gd‑DTPA 2concentration, where T1 precontrast = T1 before
contrast administration [47,48] .
Recently, whole-body scanners operating at
7 T were installed and are increasingly used
for clinical studies on patients [49–51] . So far,
no studies are known that describe the contrast
agent behavior at this field strength. From earlier
studies it is known that the relaxivity of contrast
agents decreases with increasing field strength
[52] , which may significantly influence the efficacy of dGEMRIC technique. The ultra-high
magnetic field at 7 T with the higher SNR ratio
offers high-resolution protocols in articular cartilage that have not been possible so far in vivo.
Recently a 3 T application of a dual-flip angle
excitation pulse GRE technique was demonstrated to be comparable to standard inversion
recovery (IR) sequence in the evaluation of cartilage implants but provided a significant reduction
in scan time [53] .
The aim of our study was therefore twofold:
 To compare standard T1 mapping IR sequence
with a dual flip angle excitation pulse GRE
technique in phantom at 3 and 7 T as well as
in volunteers at 7 T;
 To evaluate the feasibility of the dGEMRIC
technique at 7 T in volunteers, in particular
to define how large the range is between preand postcontrast T1 values at 7 T, which is a
prerequirement for the application of the
dGEMRIC technique in patients.
On phantom studies the comparison of IR
and dual-flip angle 3D GRE showed a lower correlation in the longer range of T1 values from
800 ms and higher. Additionally, only half of
the central slices demonstrated a significant correlation between IR and GRE. The mean calculated T1 precontrast and T1(Gd) values from the
anterior, central and posterior femoral condyle
of the volunteers are shown for IR (Figure 3A) and
dual-flip angle excitation pulse GRE sequence
(Figure 3B) . The T1 values pre- and postcontrast
differed significantly between IR and GRE techniques, however, the difference between T1 values pre- and postcontrast was lower with GRE
T1 mapping technique, since the postcontrast
drop of T1 values was more pronounced with IR
compared with GRE technique. This may pose a
problem in clinical application of the dGEMRIC
technique based on GRE at 7 T. Figure 4 shows
future science group
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an example of pre- and postcontrast T1 maps calculated from IR dGEMRIC measurements. On
both images cartilage is pseudo-colored to better
delineate its T1 values.
Similar separation between 1/T1 (R1) precontrast) and 1/T1 (R1) (Gd) was observed at the
ultra-high field of 7 T, compared with reported
values at 3 T, although a lower contrast agent
relaxivity was expected at 7 T, which could lead
to less separation [46] . The effect on behaviour
of contrast agents at different field strengths
depends on two basic mechanisms: the nuclear
magnetic relaxation dispersion and the fielddependent relaxation of tissue [54] . The nuclear
magnetic relaxation dispersion or relaxivity of a
paramagnetic ion to water protons, described by
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the Solomon-Bloembergen–Morgan equation,
is higher at lower magnetic field strengths and
decreases at higher magnetic fields [55] . A recent
report described that at a field strength of 3 T the
use of T1(Gd) as a measure of Gd‑DTPA 2- distribution may be less suitable at 3 than 1.5 T but
may still be useful if precontrast T1 values are also
calculated [48] . From the calculated T1 values of IR
sequence at 7 T, this statement can be used for 7 T
as well, and the use of T1(Gd) seems to be similarly appropriate at 7 T as an index of Gd‑DTPA 2concentration in cartilage than at 3 T.
The dual-flip angle excitation pulse GRE technique provided unreliable results at 7 T, which
may be due to several reasons: first, the optimal flip angle for the GRE method is tissue T1
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Figure 3. Comparison of T1-relaxation time values of articular cartilage before and after
intravenous administration of contrast agent in inversion recovery-based T1 maps (A) and
gradient recalled echo-based T1 maps (B). (A) The mean calculated T1 precontrast and delayed
gadolinium-enhanced MRI of cartilage index values from the anterior, central and posterior femoral
condyle of the volunteers are shown for inversion recovery. (B) The mean calculated T1 precontrast
and delayed gadolinium-enhanced MRI of cartilage index values from the anterior, central and
posterior femoral condyle of the volunteers are shown for gradient recalled echo.
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Figure 4. An example of pre- (A) and postcontrast (B) T1 maps calculated
from inversion recovery delayed gadolinium-enhanced MRI of cartilage
measurement. On both images cartilage is pseudo-colored to better delineate its
T1 values.

dependent, which means that for 7 T different
sets of flip angles compared with 3 T for the preand postcontrast T1 measurement should be used.
Second, gradient-echo sequences are more prone
to static magnetic field inhomogeneities. With the
reduced wavelength of RF waves in the human
body, the inhomogeneous power absorption and
formation of so-called ‘hot spots’ are of increased
concern, particularly at 7 T and have to be considered in IR sequences. This is mainly caused by
the dielectric properties of tissues [56–58] .
In conclusion, this study shows for the first
time that dGEMRIC is feasible at 7 T. The difference between pre- and postcontrast T1 values
is high enough to be useful for quantification
with the dGEMRIC technique and the combination of 7 T ultra-high resolution together with
functional MR seems to be possible and may
be an important step into molecular imaging of
articular cartilage in the near future.
 Collagen-fiber- & water-specific
techniques
To visualize the ultrastructure of articular cartilage, the intervertebral disc and other soft tissues
in the musculoskeletal system, a variety of different methodologies are available. Depending on
the anatomic localization and following the available coil configurations, within the different large
and small joints as well as within the whole spine,
biochemical MRI can be achieved to assess the
constitution of the specific tissues. T2-relaxation
time mapping is the most widely used technique
and was first used to describe the composition of
hyaline articular cartilage in the knee joint based
on its collagen structure and hydration.
Besides the knee joint, the cartilage of the hip
joint and initially of the ankle, the shoulder, the
elbow and the wrist are also goals of biochemical T2 MR studies. As large patient groups suffer
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from OA of different joints and, thus, degenerative cartilage disease, to describe articular cartilage at high and ultra-high fields is becoming
increasingly important. Besides idiopathic OA,
reasons for the development of OA are cartilage
defects in younger patients due to different reasons, which when untreated lead to OA. Hence,
surgical and nonsurgical treatment options need
sophisticated follow-up to show their potential
benefit in the prevention of degenerative cartilage
disease. Basically, articular cartilage is complex,
dense, connective tissue that relies on the diffusion of solutes for its nutrition [59] . The extracellular matrix is responsible for the biomechanical
properties of articular cartilage, mainly composed
of water (~75%), collagen (~20%) and proteoglycan aggregates (~5%) [59,60] . Water either
freely moves throughout the matrix or is bound
to macromolecules. Collagen in hyaline cartilage
is largely type II, which creates a stable network
throughout the cartilage. The negatively charged
proteoglycans are composed of a central core protein to which GAGs are bound. Articular cartilage
is stratified primarily according to the orientation
of collagen within a 3D network [60,61] .
Although the differentiation of which components of articular cartilage are visualized by
the specific sequence is not completely possible,
the classic biochemical MR methodology that
focuses on the collagen content of articular
cartilage is T2 mapping [62] . In addition to the
transverse relaxation time (T2) of articular cartilage, recently, T2* relaxation has been discussed
for the depiction of the collagen matrix [63] . For
both methodologies, according to the stratification of cartilage from the subchondral bone to
the cartilage surface, zonal evaluation of articular
cartilage is crucial.
Within the knee joint, besides biochemical
T2 mapping of articular cartilage lesions and
the monitoring of osteoarthritic changes of the
cartilage, the application of T2-mapping metho
dologies in the meniscus has become more of a
focus of recent research. Furthermore, meniscal
lesions might also lead to OA. Normal human
meniscal tissue has been found to be composed of
approximately 70% water, 25% collagen and 1%
GAGs with a regional variation due to the location in the knee joint. The predominantly dense
framework is based on type I collagen fibers in a
mainly circumferential orientation [64] . Within
the meniscus T2 mapping (with reduced TE) and
T2* are initially used with promising results.
One other large group of patients in the
musculoskeletal field, besides OA, are people
suffering from back pain and especially from
future science group
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low back pain (LBP). Degenerative disc disease
is regarded as the most prevalent cause of LBP,
even though the pathophysiological correlations between pain and disc degeneration are
not fully understood as the problem of LBP is
multifactorial. In intervertebral discs (IVDs),
the annulus fibrosus consists of fibro-cartilage
and its function as a rigid containment for the
nucleus pulposus (NP) accounts for its fibrous
structure and low water content. The gelatinous
structure of the NP, however, consists mostly of
water, bearing a low yield of collagenous material. Degeneration of IVDs is initiated by the
incapacity of disc cells to maintain a highly
hydrated proteoglycan-rich matrix of the NP as
well as a loss of the collagen structure that affects
the mechanical integrity of the IVDs. The IVDs
mechanical function in distributing axial loads
and absorbing shock while providing flexibility
relies heavily on the hydrodynamic capabilities
of the NP. Owing to the high reliance of the
IVDs on their biochemical composition, functional MR techniques are becoming increasingly
important in the diagnosis and treatment followup of patients with LBP. T2 and T2* mapping
are able to visualize the IVDs. When analyzing
the IVDs using T2- or T2*-mapping techniques,
the biochemical stratification of the IVDs, as an
increase in T2 or T2* values from annulus fibrosus to the NP, has to be taken into account. MRI
is the method of choice to depict the morphological and biochemical status of IVDs, nevertheless,
to date, this remains only possible at high fields,
whereas at ultra-high fields very initial results are
highly limited owing to the lack of body coils.
T2-relaxation time mapping of articular
cartilage at high & ultra-high fields

The T2 of cartilage is a sensitive parameter for
the evaluation of changes in water and collagen
content and tissue anisotropy [62] . Cartilage T2
reflects the interaction of water and the extra
cellular matrix on a molecular level. The collagen fiber orientation defines the layers of
articular cartilage. Thus, the 3D organization
and curvature of the collagen network, influenced by water mobility, the proteoglycan orientation and the resulting magic angle at 55°
(with respect to the main magnetic field [B0];
where the magic angle is a physical phenomenon
influencing image characteristics) influence the
appearance of T 2 [61,65] . In healthy articular
cartilage, an increase in T2 values from deep
to superficial cartilage layers can be observed,
based on the anisotropy of collagen fibers running perpendicular to cortical bone in the deep
future science group
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layer of cartilage [66] . Histologically validated
animal studies have shown this zonal increase
in T2 values as a marker of hyaline or hyalinelike cartilage structure after cartilage repair
procedures in the knee [67,68] . To visualize this
zonal variation in vivo, high spatial resolution is
essential, which can already be achieved at highfield MR, together with dedicated multichannel coils in clinical approaches. Nevertheless
at ultra-high field MR, the possibilities of T2
mapping may still increase and a higher spatial
resolution might provide additional benefits in
future approaches. Hence, for musculoskeletal
MRI at ultra-high fields, the utilization of biochemical sequences and, for example, the use of
T2-mapping techniques will increase.
Analyses of T2-relaxation times within the
knee have previously been performed usually at
1.5 T or more recently at 3.0 T [69–71] . These
studies have demonstrated its feasibility as well
as the benefit of a functional evaluation of articular cartilage to see premorphologic abnormalities. Studies comparing T2 relaxation at 1.5 and
3.0 T reported a less pronounced dependence on
the magnetic field strength compared with longitudinal T1 relaxation, however, a shortening of
T2 values at 3.0 T by approximately 10% and by
10–20% at 4.0 T compared with 1.5 T have been
published [72–74] . However, T2 values reported
in literature depend, to a great extent, on the
sequence evaluated. Stanisz et al. found their T2
values at both 1.5 and 3.0 T [73] to be similar to
those of Smith et al. [66], but higher compared
with the evaluation of Gold et al. [72] . All three
study groups, however, used different sequences
in their quantitative evaluation of T2 with a
different length of the TE. Our group uses a
traditional multi-echo spin-echo technique for
standard T2 mapping, showing slightly lower
T2-relaxation time values of articular cartilage
of the knee at 7.0 T to studies using a similar T2
technique at 3 T [71] . Although an available comparison of T2-relaxation times at 3.0 and 7.0 T
did not find a shortening of T2 values [75] , an
ongoing study by our group is showing a slight,
yet significant, decrease of T2-relaxation times
from 3.0 to 7.0 T. The different cartilage locations (patella, femur and tibia) were evaluated in
one study by our group at 7.0 T using SE T2 mapping [63] and showed comparable results to those
of Pakin et al. with a significant decrease in T2
values between femoral and tibial weight-bearing
cartilage (Figure 5) [75] . Furthermore, the patella
showed lower T2 values than the femoral condyle.
In a study by Mosher et al. the T2 values of the
femoral condyle, the tibia and the patella were
www.futuremedicine.com
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Figure 5. An example of 7 T (A) and 3 T (B) T2*-weighted images of the human knee
cartilage. Color bars show corresponding T2* values.

assessed and showed roughly equivalent results at
all three anatomic regions [76] . However, in a later
study by the same group, observing T2 relaxation
after exercise, variable behavior of femoral and
tibial cartilage was observed [70] , possibly indicating different behavior of femoral and tibial cartilage. Hence, at high field and ultra-high fields,
T2-relaxation time mapping cannot be seen as a
method preparing absolute T2 values of a specific
anatomic cartilage region. Furthermore, in the
evaluation of OA, T2-relaxation times are again
providing different results [46] .
In cartilage repair tissue, nevertheless, global
(bulk; full-thickness) T2 and in particular, zonal
T2 evaluations have shown very promising results.
Hence, in the follow-up after MACT, the visualization of cartilage repair tissue maturation
was possible at high fields and a differentiation
between cartilage repair tissue at the patella and
the medial femoral condyle could be achieved
[71,77,78] . Comparable to the results at 3.0 T, also
at 7.0 T multi-echo spin-echo T2 mapping could
be used in the assessment of patients after cartilage
repair [63] . Furthermore, using T2 mapping, cartilage repair tissues after different repair procedures
could be distinguished at high fields [79] , whereas
cartilage repair tissue after microfracture – histologically seen as fibrocartilage – shows no zonal
increase from deep to superficial cartilage aspects,
and repair tissue after MACT – histologically
reported as hyaline-like – shows a significant
stratification.
As mentioned previously, in OA, T2 mapping
has shown varying results [46,69,80] and the role of
T2 as an absolute quantification parameter must be
further analyzed. Thus, it is not yet clear whether
a slight increase or decrease in T2-relaxation times
can be correlated to morphological changes. For
the evaluation and the validation of T2-relaxation
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time mapping in OA in particular, ultra-high field
may in future provide a clearer insight into these
early changes of the collagen matrix, although
this cannot be proven at present.
T2*-relaxation time mapping of articular
cartilage at high & ultra-high fields

In addition to standard SE T 2 -relaxation,
T2*‑weighted 3D gradient-echo articular cartilage imaging has shown reliable results in the
evaluation of osteoarthritic cartilage changes of
the knee [81] . In recent studies, T2* mapping,
with its short scan times, was correlated to standard SE T2 showing information comparable
to that obtained for articular cartilage using
SE T2, but with overall lower T2* values (ms)
[82,83] . Furthermore, for T2*, a clear zonal variation between the deep and superficial cartilage
layers was also described for healthy cartilage.
In cartilage repair, T2* mapping provides
promising results and whilst in patients after
cartilage transplantation techniques, a zonal
stratification was visible, in patients after microfracture this stratification could not be found
[82] . Thus, for standard T2 , as well as for T2*,
zonal assessment of healthy and altered articular
cartilage is crucial.
Nevertheless, for T 2*, the zonal variation
between the subchondral border and the cartilage surface might have another explanation,
owing to the influence of local susceptibility
fields on T2* and requires further study. These
local fields can operate at a macroscopic level
(i.e., at the bone/cartilage interface) or at the
microscopic level (i.e., associated with the
underlying microstructure of the cartilage). If
these processes produce local changes in the
macroscopic static field gradients, this might be
more distinct in the deep cartilage zone. This
future science group
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problem in the evaluation of the cartilage near
the subchondral bone plate might also account
for the differences in the zonal stratification
between T2 and T2*, with a clearer increase from
the deep to superficial relaxation times in T2*
compared with T2. Furthermore, T2* has not
been sufficiently validated for its use in cartilage, and it could be that T2* visualizes different
properties of articular cartilage in addition to
collagen and including, perhaps, proteoglycan
aggregates. In ultra-high fields, T2* could be
used in the depiction of healthy hyaline cartilage
and in patients after MACT [63] . Furthermore,
an ongoing study by our own group comparing the performance of T2* at 3.0 and 7.0 T
provides (comparably to standard SE T2) lower
T2* values at 7.0 T (Figure 6) . Again, however,
histological validation has to prove the properties of articular cartilage depicted by T2* at high
and ultra-high fields.

Advanced metabolic imaging at 7 T
 Musculoskeletal phosphorus
MR spectroscopy:
Another MR method that has the potential
to become increasingly important in future
musculoskeletal high-field MR and might have
a comeback is phosphorus MR spectroscopy
(31P‑MRS). 31P‑MRS has become a popular tool
among muscle physiologists in the last century,
since it reveals the major factors of muscle metabolism noninvasively [84–87] . In particular, it allows
the quantification of high-energy phosphates
and intracellular pH [85] , which are important
indicators for muscular metabolism, especially
in short-term bioenergetics. Consequently, after
the first successful human applications, 31P‑MRS
was expected to enter clinical routine rather
7T
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fast. Nowadays, several groups use this method
regularly for the investigation of muscle diseases
[88–91] , but its application for clinical routine is
not widespread [84,92] . On the contrary, 31P‑MRS
remained to some extent a research tool for physiology and pathology. On clinical scanners this
can be explained by the following reasons: special hardware requirements are usually not met;
the spatial resolution of 31P‑MRS is not as good
as for 1H‑MRI/MRS; and 31P‑MRS experiments
may be very time consuming.
Conversely, almost all MR applications should
benefit from an increase in field strength, owing
to increasing SNR and MRS in particular, by an
increase in spectral resolution. Practically, several 1H‑MRI/MRS methods are facing severe
limitations at 7 T, while 31P‑MRS does not
have these limitations. Rather, there are several
physical properties of 31P nuclei that dramatically alleviate the use of 31P‑MRS at a higher
field strength. Owing to a much lower Larmor
frequency, SAR limits are usually not met at 7 T.
The large spectral frequency dispersion allows
easy automatic data processing. Water/fat suppression at higher fields becomes increasingly
unreliable, but no such suppression is necessary
in 31P‑MRS. Increasing T1-relaxation times of
metabolites observed in 1H‑MRS [93] are reducing the net increase in SNR per unit time, unlike
in 31P‑MRS, where the T1 of most metabolites is
decreasing. This leads to either additional SNR
per unit time or reduced measurement times.
Finally, the spectral resolution was shown to
improve significantly from 3 to 7 T [94] . For
comparison, two example spectra are displayed
in (Figure 7A & B) to illustrate the improved spectral quality of 31P‑MRS spectra in the human
calf muscle at 7 T compared with 3 T.
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Figure 6. An example of 7 T (A) and 3 T (B) T2-weighted images of the human knee
cartilage. Color bars shows T2 values.
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Figure 7. Typical in vivo 31P nuclear magnetic resonance spectra from the human calf muscle acquired by a surface coil.
(A) Nonlocalized spectrum at 3 T; (B) nonlocalized spectrum at 7 T; and (C) ISIS localized spectrum of only the soleus muscle with a
2.5 cm isotropic voxel acquired in 2 min. Note the significant signal-to-noise ratio improvement from 3 T (A) to 7 T (B). The spectral
quality of localized spectra at 7 T (C) is fairly good compared with that of nonlocalized spectra at 3 T (A), while providing more specific
local information.
PCr: Phosphocreatine; PDE: Phosphodiesterase; Pi: Inorganic phosphate; PME: Phosphomonoester.

Well-known metabolites that can be quantified by 31P‑MRS include the high energy phosphates phosphocreatine (PCr), ATP, ADP and
inorganic phosphate (Pi) which are all involved
in the creatine kinase reaction. One of the most
important features of 31P‑MRS is its ability to
monitor time-dependent changes of metabolite
concentrations. In so-called ‘dynamic’ MRS
studies, the muscle can be easily stressed with
exercise inside the magnet bore while the biochemical response can be monitored with a time
resolution of a few seconds [87] . At the same time
the spectral distance between Pi and PCr allows
an accurate determination of the intracellular
pH. Owing to the decrease in T1 this time resolution can even be improved at 7 T compared
with lower field strengths.
Different indices such as the rate of PCr
decrease, the drop of pH, the initial rate of PCr
recovery and the recovery of ADP were used to
characterize muscle energetics in vivo. The initial
PCr recovery is correlated with the maximum
oxidative rate in tissue, while the recovery of
ADP is considered the most sensitive and reliable
noninvasive measure of mitochondrial dysfunction [95] . Recently, its ability to identify malfunctions in energy metabolism was demonstrated in
a patient with myasthenia gravis [88] .
A large clinical spectrum of mitochondrial
disorders [96–98] and glycolytic defects [99] can
be studied with 31P‑MRS. 31P‑MRS is the
most sensitive and specific method for assessment of skeletal muscle mitochondrial rate of
ATP production, especially during recovery
[96]. Prolonged rate of PCr recovery, faster pH
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recovery and a delay in ADP recovery can be
observed in mitochondrial dysfunctions.
31
P‑magnetic resonance spectroscopy is also
a suitable tool for physiopathologic studies. It
has become an interesting tool in the study of
systemic diseases such as renal or heart failure, and peripheral vascular or thyroid disease
that is affecting muscle metabolism [92] . It also
allows the investigation of gene function on
metabolism [100] and can be an excellent tool
for therapeutic trials [89,101] , since unlike muscle
biopsy, it can be easily applied repeatedly to
assess treatment response over long periods [102] .
Other 31P metabolites that are of interest,
especially for oncology, include phosphocholine
(PC) and phosphoethanolamine. The elevation
of PC in 31P‑MRS and total choline in 1H‑MRS
is one of the most widely established characteristics of cancer cells. Several studies have detected
high levels of PC or phosphoethanolamine compared with normal tissues [103,104]. A glycerophosphocholine (GPC) to PC switch appeared
to be an early phenotypic change during carcinogenesis as observed in benzo(a)pyrene
immortalized cells where instead of GPC, PC
became the major choline phospholipid metabolite. Since 31P‑MRS allows the separation of
GPC and PC, it is in contrast to 1H‑MRS, a
more specific method for the study of the metabolic characteristics of cancer.
At lower field strength, 31P‑MRS was rarely
used in vivo for cancer research since good localization of relatively small volumes with sufficient
SNR is required for the definition of the tumor
region. Good localization is usually not critical
future science group
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in studies on muscle metabolism, where typically
localization based on surface coils is sufficient.
However, at 7 T, even localized 31P‑spectra can
be acquired in clinically acceptable measurement
times of 2 min (Figure 7C) .
Thus, the opportunities of 31P‑MRS are manifold and range from the assessment of metabolic
disorders for both diagnostic use and therapy
monitoring to research in a variety of other diseases including diabetes research [86,90,105,106] .
Recently, 31P‑MRS have become more widely
available from commercial vendors even at lower
fields. As soon as the additional value of multinuclear MRI/MRS techniques at ultra-high
fields are recognized and more MR scanners are
equipped with the necessary hardware, the long
anticipated advance in 31P‑MRS can be realized.

Future perspective
The major advantage of high-field and ultrahigh-field MR is the shift from morphological
to biochemical and metabolic imaging, techniques that normally suffer from low sensitivity
at a standard field strength (1.5 T). The high
SNR ratio provided by the higher field systems
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provides biochemical and metabolic imaging in
reasonable scan times, which promotes its widespread clinical application. This development
allows the diagnosis of diseases in their earliest
stages such as OA, degenerative disc disease and
muscle disease before morphological changes
occur. Thus, the basic imaging requirements
are available for the evaluation and follow-up of
new disease-modifying drugs and the trend to a
more personalized medicine.
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Executive summary
 Morphologic MRI should be fundamental to every functional imaging study.
 Morphologic MRI at 3 T has been proven to be superior to 1.5 T in many musculoskeletal imaging applications.
 Morphologic MRI at 7 T has demonstrated great potential and might be especially useful in combination with functional imaging
techniques in the future.
 Sodium imaging of the articular cartilage allows quantification of the glycosaminoglycan content in the articular cartilage directly and
benefits from the ultra-high field (7 T) owing to the higher signal-to-noise ratio at 7 T.
 Sodium imaging at 7 T is feasible in the evaluation of repair tissue after different cartilage repair surgeries.
 Sodium imaging at 7 T has the potential to detect cartilage at risk in patients with anterior cruciate ligament tear or meniscal tear.
 Delayed gadolinium-enhanced MRI of cartilage is feasible at 7 T but only using a standard inversion recovery technique. Other
techniques such as variable flip angle 3D gradient recalled echo sequences suffer from B1 inhomogeneities.
 Multi-echo spin-echo-based T2-relaxation time mapping is able to visualize the collagen network and the hydration in articular cartilage
at high and ultra-high fields.
 Compared with 3.0 T, the T2-relaxation times seen, are slightly lower at 7.0 T.
 Gradient-echo-based T2*-relaxation time mapping provides promising results in the depiction of articular cartilage at 3.0 and 7.0 T, with
lower relaxation times at 7.0 T.
 Taking the collagen network and its changes from the subchondral bone to the cartilage surface into consideration, for both, T2 and T2*
mapping, zonal evaluation is crucial at high as well as ultra-high fields.
 Owing to the magnetic properties of 31P nuclei, phosphorus magnetic resonance spectroscopy (31P-MRS) improves much more than
proton-based magnetic resonance methods with increasing B0.
 At 7 T, 31P-MRS offers significantly improved noninvasive evaluation of the energy metabolism in healthy and diseased muscle.
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